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 Psychological Acculturation Scale 
 

 
1. With which group of people do you feel you share most of your beliefs and values? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
      Only with                                                    Equally with                           Only with 
Hispanics/Latinos                                              Hispanics/Latinos              Anglos (Americans)    
     and Anglos (Americans) 
 
 
2.  With which group of people do you feel you have the most in common? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
         Only with                                                    Equally with                           Only with 
Hispanics/Latinos                                              Hispanics/Latinos              Anglos (Americans)    
     and Anglos (Americans) 
   
 
3.  With which group of people do you feel most comfortable? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
      Only with                                                    Equally with                           Only with 
Hispanics/Latinos                                              Hispanics/Latinos              Anglos (Americans)    
     and Anglos (Americans) 
 
4.  In your opinion, which group of people best understands your ideas (your way of thinking)? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
      Only                                                          Both Hispanics/Latinos                              Only  
Hispanics/Latinos                                         and Anglos (Americans)       Anglos (Americans)    
              equally  
 
5.  Which culture do you feel proud to be a part of? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
          Only                                                 Both Hispanic/Latino                             Only  
Hispanics/Latino                                                and Anglo (American)       Anglo (American)    
        culture          culture equally              culture  
 
6.  In what culture do you know how things are done and feel that you can do them easily? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
          Only in                                              In both Hispanic/Latino                          Only in 
Hispanics/Latino                                                and Anglo (American)       Anglo (American)    
        culture          culture equally              culture 
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7.  In what culture do you feel confident you know how to act? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
       Only in                                              In both Hispanic/Latino                          Only in 
Hispanic/Latino                                                and Anglo (American)       Anglo (American)    
        culture          culture equally              culture 
 
 
8.  In your opinion, which group of people do you understand best? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
      Only                                               Both Hispanics/Latinos                                          Only with 
Hispanics/Latinos                                             and Anglos (Americans)             Anglos (Americans)    
      equally 
 
 
9.  In what culture do you know what is expected of a person in various situations? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
        Only in                                              In both Hispanic/Latino                          Only in 
Hispanic/Latino                                                 and Anglo (American)       Anglo (American)    
        culture          culture equally              culture 
 
 
 
10.  Which culture do you know the most about (for example: its history, traditions, and customs)? 
 
 1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6---------7----------8----------9 
          Only                                                 Both Hispanic/Latino                             Only  
Hispanics/Latino                                                and Anglo (American)       Anglo (American)    
        culture          culture equally              culture  
   
 
          
 
 

 
 


